Fine Diner & Proud Cloud
Potter Class:
Fine diner:
u Hettie for always being friendly
and polite.
Proud cloud: Benjamin for his fantastic
instructional writing.
Kipling Class:
Fine diner: Vera for using lovely manners.
Proud cloud: Keira for showing a mature
attitude to her learning
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Learning this week

You will have all received your

gorilla had escaped from the zoo! The

have shown resilience in using this new

.

they have read.

Handwriting

eg when writing birthday cards, post
cards and shopping lists.

set of instructions for how to trap

grid for multiplication. The children

Mrs Wong, Mrs Haines and Mrs Moss

have read to ensure they understand what

children planned and wrote their own

This week we have introduced the

back for Celtic Harmony.

sure you ask them questions about what they

child to practise their joined handwriting

look forward to seeing you after half

Please remember to bring your slip

reading with your child please can you make

trap the cave bears that were on the

the gorilla and take it back to the zoo!

Things to remember

big focus on comprehension. When you are

Over the holiday please encourage your

parent’s evening appointment. We
term.

After half term we are going to be having a

After successfully planning how to
loose, the children then discovered a

Parent’s evening

Reading

method.
We also completed our cave paintings

Forest School
After half term Kipling class, will be
going to forest school at the Common. It
will be on a Wednesday morning so they
will need to have wellies and waterproofs
to change into for the session. We will
also need some volunteers to come to

which we hope that you enjoyed

Forest school with us. Please let the class

seeing in our classrooms during

reps know if you can help.

sharing afternoon.

